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3 DAYS, 2 UNESCOs
Western Newfoundand | Gros Morne National Park & L’Anse aux Meadows

The adventure begins with your arrival at Deer Lake Regional Airport (YDF). Then you’ll hit the road for Gros
Morne National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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DAY 1: WALK UPON THE EARTH’S MANTLE
First stop, the state-of-the-art Parks Canada Discovery Centre, including taking the time to watch “Holding Ground”, a
video that provides an overview of the park’s natural history.
Next, you’ll hike the Tablelands, an experience that cannot be forgotten. Here, where the theory of plate tectonics was
confirmed, you’ll walk over ancient sea floor and preserved ocean avalanches. It’s a distinctive red landscape of exposed
Earth’s mantle, thrust up by the collision of tectonic plates millions of years ago. With a Parks Canada Interpreter, stroll
the Tablelands; explore the Earth’s mantle, and hold 400-million-year-old rocks.
Enjoy lunch at one of Woody Point’s or Trout River’s seaside cafes. After lunch visit the seaside shops and galleries in
Woody Point.
Depart for Rocky Harbour where you’ll visit a century old lighthouse. Lobster Cove Head Lighthouse once served as a
beacon to safely guide fishermen and sailing vessels into Bonne Bay. Today, it is the gateway for discovering the rich
cultural heritage of Gros Morne National Park. Take a seat at the kitchen table and chat with friendly Parks Canada guides
about everything from the lightkeepers families to what life is like along this coast.
Depart for Cow Head, where you’ll overnight. Take in a show at the Gros Morne Theatre Festival.
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DAY 2: BE PART OF THE STORY AT L’ANSE AUX MEADOWS
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
Depart for L’Anse aux Meadows via the Viking Trail. On the way visit The Arches
Provincial Park, a unique rock formation eroded by years of sea wave action, and
the Thrombolites Walking Trail, where you can get up close to Thrombolites,
ancient forms of microbial communities—one of only a few places in the world to
see them.
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At the tip of Newfoundland’s Great Northern Peninsula lies the first known
evidence of European presence in the Americas—L’Anse aux Meadows, a
Canadian Signature Experience. You’ll meet costumed Viking interpreters
as you tour the recreated base camp and discover original artifacts from this
internationally renowned archaeological find. Consider taking in some of the
site’s additional programming like Sagas and Shadows and The Test of Tykir
Escape Room.
Visit Dark Tickle Co., manufacturers of unique wild berries products. Try
homemade wild berry ice cream in a ‘Sculpin’ (a fish) waffle cone while you
browse the boutique filled with local arts, crafts, and berry products. You might
also meet the owners two Newfoundland dogs.
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Head to St. Anthony, where you’ll overnight. After dinner, head to Fishing Point to
enjoy exhilarating view’s of Newfoundland’s rugged coastline. If you are feeling
up for a hike, there are a a few to choose from: Iceberg Alley Trail and Cartier’s
View offer short easier options, or a more ambitious adventure from Santana or
Dare Devil trails.
Thristy after your hike? Visit the local craft brewery, RagnaRöck Northern Brewing
Company, for a pint or a flight.
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DAY 3: BOAT THROUGH GLACIER-CARVED FJORDS
Travel the Viking Trail as you make your way back to Gros Morne National
Park. On your way to Western Brook Pond, step inside Broom Point
Fishing Premises and imagine the lives of the three Mudge brothers and
their families who fished at Broom Point from 1941 to 1975. The wooden
buildings, hand-built boats, fishing gear and homey cabin recall the
inshore fishery in open boats that once sustained Newfoundland’s coastal
communities. Parks Canada guides keep the story alive.
Next, take a stroll along the trail to Western Brook Pond, a Canadian
Signature Experience, over marshland draped in butterworts, great sundew,
orchids, dragon’s mouth, and pitcher plants. At the end of your walk, hop
aboard a boat tour taking you through the fjord. You’ll sail close enough to
feel the spray on your face from some of the highest waterfalls in eastern
North America.
Enjoy dinner in Norris Point or Rocky Harbour. After dinner depart for Deer
Lake, where you’ll overnight.
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